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Eligibility Criteria for BITSAT 2023-2024
Get top class preparation for BITSAT right from your home: 

- for all subjects of BITSAT.

The candidates need to secure atleast minimum aggregate of 75% marks in Physics, Chemistry and
Mathematics (Atleast 60% in each of these three mentioned subjects) in their 12th class examination,
which should be done from any well reputed Central or State board or its equivalent. Candidates
who are giving the 12th class examination in the year 2013 or passed the 12th class examination in
2012 are quali�ied to BITSAT 2013.

If a student has taken more than one attempt in 12th class or something similar, then only his
current performance will taken into considered provided this attempt has been for the full
component of subjects or courses mentioned.

Students who have cleared 12th examination in the year 2011 or earlier and those students who are
currently studying in BITS in any of its campuses are however not quali�ied for BITSAT 2013.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
I	appeared	for	class	12	exam	in	2015	but	due	to	health	issues	i	left	the	exams...and	then	i
reappeared	in	2016	in	private	mode.....so	please	u	can	tell	me	whether	I	am	eligible	for	BITSAT
2017	or	not?

(-	rv...@	on	22-Aug-2016)

1	Answer

Kindly contact BITSAT organizing body for the same.

- rv...@ on 22-Aug-2016

I	am	getting	70%	aggregate	in	PCM.	Will	I	be	able	to	get	a	seat	in	bits	if	I	clear	BITSAT	2016?

(-	hi...@	on	09-May-2016)

1	Answer

Yes you are eligible to apply for BITSAT and that depends on your score in entrance.

- hi...@ on 09-May-2016

I	have	not	�illed	the	form	of	BITS	ever	and	i	really	want	to	�ill	the	form	of	BITS	2017	but	i	had
passed	the	class	12	in	2015	so	can	i	�ill	the	form	of	bits	2017	plss	help

(-	me...@	on	01-May-2016)

1	Answer

BITSAT eligibility criteria is available at - https://www.examrace.com/BITSAT/BITSAT-Exam-
Pattern/BITSAT-Eligibility-Criteria.html [./BITSAT-Eligibility-Criteria.html]

- me...@ on 01-May-2016
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I	have	got	82	in	physics,	86	in	chemistry	and	63	in	maths	am	I	eligible	for	BITSAT	exam

(-	sh...@	on	13-Jan-2016)

1	Answer

Aggregate of PCM should be distinction (75%) along with minimum 60% individually in each
subject.

- sh...@ on 13-Jan-2016

Shall	I	add	the	practical	marks	for	checking	my	percentage	in	physics	and	chemistry?

(-	ka...@	on	28-Dec-2015)

1	Answer

Aggregate marks in the subjects are counted towards merit. However for any updates please check
out the latest noti�ication released.

- ka...@ on 28-Dec-2015

I	have	exact	75%	aggregate	in	PCM	and	have	scored	above	60	in	each	subject.	So	am	I	eligible
for	BITSAT	or	not?	?	?	?

(-	sa...@	on	16-Nov-2015)

1	Answer

Yes you should be eligible to attempt the paper.

- sa...@ on 16-Nov-2015

I	want	to	know	where	can	I	do	my	MBA.	.	Is	MBA	is	a	right	choice?

(-	ra...@	on	14-Sep-2015)

1	Answer

You can pursue MBA from IIMs after clearing CAT or you can plan to go abroad by clearing GMAT.

- ra...@ on 14-Sep-2015

Sir	I	have	scored	88	marks	in	mathematics,	71	in	chemistry	and	63	in	physics	and	passed
from	bihar	board	in	year	2014,	please	tell	me	am	I	eligible	for	BITSAT	exam?

(-	ku...@	on	25-Jun-2015)

1	Answer

Minimum aggregate of 75% is required in Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics with independently
more than 60% in each subjects.

- ku...@ on 25-Jun-2015

Only	science	student	can	apply	in	BITS	exam

(-	sa...@	on	09-May-2015)

1	Answer
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Yes you must have Science in 10+2 to apply for BITSAT.

- sa...@ on 09-May-2015

I	am	from	Andhra	pradesh	I	got	28/60	and	30/30	in	practicals	of	physics	,	am	I	eligible?

(-	ra...@	on	03-May-2015)

1	Answer

You must secure the minimum marks mentioned on this page above, not just the practicals.

- ra...@ on 03-May-2015
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